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Abstract. Context & motivation: Today, embedded systems are in-
creasingly interconnected and operate in a rich context of systems and
internet-based services. Iterative development is one strategy of devel-
oping such cyber-physical systems. It enables exploration of early proto-
types of a feature in the context of its intended use and collecting telemet-
ric data from test-runs. This is a rich data source that can be leveraged
for learning behavioural requirements for a feature. Question/problem:
However, we found practitioners struggling with deriving requirements
for the next iteration from such test-runs in a systematic and repeatable
way. Principal ideas/results: We allow test drivers to add markers when
the system behaves unexpectedly by introducing a dedicated feedback
tool. Preliminary evaluation shows that these markers lead to better
feedback to the development team and indicates a positive impact on
the development cycle. Contribution: We give an example, report expe-
riences, and discuss industrial implications of feedback systems and in
situ requirements gathering in iterative system development.
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1 Introduction

In the automotive industry, recent advances in connected car technology – i.e.
connecting vehicles to the internet – have led to development of internet-augmen-
ted driver assistance systems. These systems utilise the car’s internet connec-
tion to assist the driver by providing them with live updates on information that
is potentially important to their safety, such as traffic and weather conditions.
Consequently, requirements are context dependent and upfront analyzis of re-
quirements needs to be complemented by iterative development and learning in
a realistic context. The success of in situ requirements approaches (such as [6,
4]) indicates that such exploratory testing in iterative development can lead to
a better understanding of requirements.

This paper reports on the introduction of a feedback system to facilitate col-
lecting context-specific, spontaneous feedback in situ with the goal to support
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development engineers of the Active Safety Division at Volvo Car Cooperation
(VCC) in iterative system development. Its purpose is to allow systematic gath-
ering of requirements from field tests and provide analysts with data reported
directly by test drivers to plan for the next iteration. Preliminary evaluation
based on a prototype of the feedback system and interviews with developers
indicates that the approach is indeed valuable: The feedback system supports
development engineers in collecting and understanding requirements based on
observations about how driver assistance systems behave in the field.

While introducing the feedback system, we followed a design science approach
[10], which implies iterative design, development, and evaluation of our candi-
date solution in close collaboration with its stakeholders. Thus, our lessons learnt
from integrating a feedback system into industrial iterative system development
are incorporated into our solution design to a large extent. We will describe the
feedback system with its intended context of use as well as its central features in
the next section. Then, we will report on our preliminary evaluation and discuss
how a feedback system can impact the effectivity of learning requirements (dis-
covering new or refining existing requirements) in iterative system development.

2 Concept: Learn Requirements During Test Drives

Recent research indicates that some requirements only emerge in operational
contexts: Seyff et al. argue that capturing the needs of users in the field strength-
ens user participation in requirements engineering activities [6]. Schneider shows
how raw user feedback on a running system can be transformed into requirements
[4]. Different approaches of capturing context during requirements elicitation
have been proposed, such as a model-based approach by [7], which models the
system context with aspects such as participants, activities and environments.
Another option is to unobtrusively observe users engaging with the system in
the intended context of use [1] or to provide them with focused feedback chan-
nels allowing stakeholders to provide feedback when and where a situation worth
reporting is encountered [5]. All these approaches imply a certain alignment to
the system under development. Therefore, we start by describing the specific
context in which we introduce the feedback system for iterative requirements
gathering, before we highlight its important concepts and features.

2.1 Research Context: Active Safety at Volvo Cars

We aim at supporting requirements gathering during test-drives for the Road
Friction Information system (RFI), developed by Active Safety Devision at Volvo
Car Corporation (VCC). RFI is a warning system for sharing information about
low road friction [8]. RFI uses the Connected Car technology (i.e. Volvo cloud
services, [2]) for sending data about low road friction to the cloud when cars
enter a slippery road patch. A warning message is then sent to other connected
cars in the area to which the information is relevant, and is displayed to drivers
on the car’s digital instrument panel. Since the RFI system is a new technology,
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Fig. 1. From left to right: The center console (Volvo XC904), the first suggested solution
design, and its implementation.

it has to undergo a thorough examination in different driving conditions to learn
its exact operational requirements and to avoid a large number of situations
where the RFI system would either warn when it should not, or not warn when
it should. Therefore, it is important to continuously collect experience with the
system and to use it systematically during development.

At Active Safety, a project usually starts with a list of the planned driver
assistance system’s requirements. Systems with high safety-criticality, such as
collision mitigation systems, require well-defined requirements. Other systems,
such as RFI, are initially only defined by a rough outline and requirements are
iteratively refined by the development team. In this study, we are especially
interested in qualitative testing between iterations, where the system is tested
under realistic conditions in its intended context of use. After such tests, test-
drivers pass information on the test orally to developing engineers, less frequently
a co-worker on the passenger seat takes notes.

2.2 Critical Features of the Feedback System

Our implementation is based on four iterations through the regulative cycle pro-
posed for design science research [10]. Thus, the features presented here are the
result of close cooperation between researchers (moderating the process, propos-
ing initial designs and prototypes of the system) and practitioners (sharing ex-
periences from daily work, testing prototypes in a realistic context). We worked
with four engineers at VCC: The fourth author, an experienced engineer, pro-
moted the idea of the feedback system internally and interfaced the researchers
as a product owner. Two other experienced engineers provided feedback on the
different versions of the feedback system from the context of their project work.
A fourth engineer helped as an expert in HMI design.

The product owner envisioned the feedback system to be installed in a touch
screen located in the car’s center console, which usually offers an interface for

4 http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/volvo-concept-coupe-previews-2015-
xc90-design-cues/2000009640/
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Table 1. Critical features of a feedback system for the Road Friction System.

Modes of Operation. Due to safety considerations, the system should provide two modes: In
Driving Mode, test-drivers can tag events (e.g. receiving a slippery road warning) for which they
would like to give feedback. Drivers will not be asked to perform any more operations at the time
to avoid diverting their attention from the road. Instead, they would be prompted for feedback to
tagged events at the end of the drive in Parking Mode. In this mode, the driver is required to
select the entity (e.g. the Road Friction Information system) to give feedback on, before selecting
feedback from predefined feedback options, adding a comment, and finally selecting a mood icon to
indicate the positive, neutral, or negative nature of feedback.
Feedback Facilities. The interplay of the two modes of operations as well as the information
needs of developing engineers for planning the next iteration sets the stage to optimize which
feedback to request in what situations. As a starting point, we offered users to give free text
feedback together with mood icons, which were well received and preferred over neutral tagging
(i.e. without indication whether the event was positive or negative) by practitioners. However, we
discovered the need of visual reminders of the situation, when post-processing feedback in parking
mode. Two types of reminders were suggested by practitioners. Firstly, a small map could be
shown in the corner, while adding more details to a tagged event. Secondly, to enable users to
discern many events on the map, a mindshot should be taken during the event. Suggestions
included taking a picture of the driver, additional mood icons, and short audio recordings right
after tagging. Complementing free-text fields, test-drivers requested predefined text blocks for
different events and feedback types.
Integration in Development Cycle. To provide useful requirements related information to VCC
engineers planning the next iteration, we decided to use a cloud database to store and share tagged
events. For each event, the database stores all user choices, e.g. mode, focal entity, feedback option,
and free text message. Additional metadata includes the test-car’s ID, information about the
test-drive (name of test-driver, start and finishing time, route, duration, and version number of the
driving assistance system under test), as well as date, time, and GPS positions of the events. VCC
engineers emphasized the potential of reliable and automatic collection of metadata to support and
speed up the use of feedback from test-drives, e.g. by facilitating triangulation with telemetric data.
Critical Quality Attributes. Crucial quality attributes for the feedback system are simplicity
and non-intrusiveness, thus allowing users to focus on their test activities without jeopardising the
driver’s or the passengers’ safety. We carefully designed the feedback tree (as suggested by
Schneider [4]) to reduce the need of typing text and to balance the amount of information shown
on the screen with the number of interactions needed to give feedback (see Fig. 1, right).

infotainment and navigational support (see Fig. 1, left). Table 1 shows the critical
features of the feedback system we developed, organized in four categories: Modes
of Operation, Feebdack Facilities, Integration in Development Cycle, and Critical
Quality Attributes.

3 Preliminary Evaluation

In our preliminary evaluation, we were guided by two research questions:
1. Does the feedback system increase the quality of feedback from test-drives?
2. Will the feedback system positively impact the iterative development of

connected systems?
To answer Question 1, we conducted four realistic test-drives with two VCC

test-drivers – each driver performed a normal test-drive (i.e. gave feedback after
the drive was finished) and a tool-supported test-drive, where the feedback system
was used. For Question 2, we interviewed the test-drivers after the test-drives.

3.1 Findings from Test-Drives

To test the RFI system in the field, VCC engineers generate a number of low
friction events along a certain route. Then, a test-driver drives along that route
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with a development car, looking for warning signals, and noting deviations from
expected behaviour. For our evaluation, we choose a 10km long route in Tors-
landa, Sweden, which is often used for test-drives by Volvo engineers. It includes
industrial area streets, intersections, and a stretch of highway. Low friction events
were simulated by the interviewer using tools developed for the RFI system. Al-
though simulated, these events come from the same cloud server as real events,
and are displayed in the car in the same way. The interviewer generated a num-
ber of simulated low friction events per route, informing the test driver whenever
an event should be displayed to the driver as a low friction alert. We then com-
pared the reported feedback with the road events generated by the interviewer
(see Table 2).

Normal Drive. We interviewed the test-persons after the test-drives (test-
person 1: 3h after the test-drive, test-person 2: 20min after the test-drive). With
this delay we simulated a real situation, where VCC developers are often not
able to evaluate a test-drive within short time after the drive. Both test-drivers
and researchers were surprised on the inaccuracy of this recollection (Table 2).
Our test-persons recalled three out of four events. The first test-person was
misjudging the time of an event up to 30 min after it really occurred, while the
second test-person was able to give the correct time with acceptable accuracy
(i.e. good enough to allow later analysis). Despite this accuracy and the shorter
delay, even test-person 2 was unsure about the circumstances of the events. Only
one test-person could correctly localize one event with acceptable accuracy. In
other cases, they were able to name the street on which the event occurred
(which is 16km long) or misplaced it altogether. In some cases, they were unable
to state what kind of event occurred (warning, when none should have been
given; no warning, when a warning should have been given).

Tool-Supported drive. In the tool-supported drive, we did not check for
the event location, as this was automatically captured from the GPS. Instead we
investigated if the correct mood icon was selected (happy, neutral, or sad) and
if the event type was correctly identified (e.g. too many warnings at the same
time). During the drive, the test driver tagged a number of events using the feed-
back system (operated by the interviewer for safety reasons), and then used the
prototype again after the finished drive to specify these events by selecting enti-
ties and giving free text feedback. We created a larger number of friction events
in tool-supported drives (9 per drive, compared to 4 in normal drives) in order
to explore whether there was a limit to the number of events remembered by the
engineers in tool-supported drive. No such limit was found, which we attribute
to the fact that the test drivers did not have to concentrate on remembering
time and location of the feedback events, only the type of occurrence.

3.2 Findings from Interviews.

Metadata is an important asset. Our interviewees acknowledged that the
observed inaccuracies (especially of the event time) in normal test-drives would
significantly impact the workload of engineers, e.g. by increasing the amount of
data that a developer would need to analyze for refining system requirements
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Table 2. Comparing the test-drivers’ recollection about events during test-drives with
and without feedback system (’+’ = correct, ’ !’ = not correct, ’–’ = forgotten).

Normal test-drive Tool-supported test-drive

Test- Characteristic Event Characteristic Event
driver 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Time ! ! ! – Time + + + + + + + + +
1 Location ! ! ! – Mood icon + + + + + + + + +

Event type + – + – Event type + + + + + + + + +

Time + + + – Time + + + + + + + + +
2 Location ! ! + – Mood icon + + + + ! + + ! +

Event type + + + – Event type + + ! ! ! ! + ! +

from observations. It is even possible that developers would discard observations
as false positives when looking at a wrong time span.

Speed-up through explicit tool support. The interviewees emphasized
the overall simplification of the process of gathering information on the RFI
system’s behaviour in the field. This includes automatic saving of metadata
about the car (contextual data), but also simplifying the development cycle by
eliminating the need to take notes while driving. With the system, test-drivers
will be able to leave the office, go for a test drive, and report accurate data with
minimal overhead (i.e. without bringing a laptop or another person’s assistance).

4 Discussion and Future Work

Detailed requirements of complex, connected embedded systems often surface
only when the system is used in its intended context, e.g. during field-tests
between iterations. In this paper we report experiences and a preliminary evalu-
ation from introducing a feedback system into iterative system development with
the goal to facilitate systematic collection of requirements-related data during
field-tests. Our findings indicate that efficient communication of test-drive results
to development engineers can be a crucial factor in the development of driver
assistance systems in the automotive industry. When developing such highly
connected systems, the ability to automate the process of getting test-driver
feedback together with contextual information to the developing team promises
to increase the quality of feedback and to speed up the development cycle, as it
allows engineers to focus on resolving issues instead of on searching their causes.

Our solution is very specific to the case at hand and tailoring it to exploring
features around self-driving and inter-connected cars during test-drives is prob-
ably one reason for the very positive feedback from our interviewees. However,
other industrial settings can profit from this blue-print for improving require-
ments management in continuous integration. In our case, both researchers and
VCC engineers were surprised to see how clearly test-drives with the feedback
system outperformed ad-hoc approaches. Being able to tag events as they hap-
pen and then to refine them later based on a dedicated tool can have a strong
impact on the quality of feedback that is obtained from testing a system in its
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intended context of use. In addition, automatically storing metadata such as
test-car ID and date of trip can improve the workflow significantly.

Based on our experience, we believe that using such metadata to synthe-
sise and triangulate observations with other means of data-collection (such as
telemetry) would be a good direction for future research. An engineer could then
explore in the collected data what exactly happened prior to an unexpected
event, which allows extracting new or changed requirements. Especially in the
light of growing data volume collected by systems during usage, the timestamp
of an observation will help in selecting the data that can be related to the event.
Future work should focus on special workflows and tool support to analyze re-
quirements with data visualization support (as suggested by Wehrmaker et al.
[9]) as well as to mine requirements from telemetric data (as discussed by Rook
et al. [3]) to enable continuous integration.
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